
CORE FastSync
Keep your data in sync with CORE and never miss a new research output. 

Contact us for a quote

Fresh data

An enterprise solution to keep your 
data in sync with research content 
from around the world

Time saving

Spend less time collecting data and 
more on solving problems

Instant updates

Fast and incremental updates as 
soon as they become available. No 
usage restrictions

Technical support

We provide technical support, so you 
can be confident you can rely on it.

How it works?
FastSync enables you to keep an always up to date copy of all CORE data in your 
infrastructure, new content is transferred as soon as it becomes available in 
CORE. It provides fast, incremental and enterprise data synchronisation. It is our 
premium service, ideal for all types of businesses, from start-ups to large 
enterprises.

Kim Sejin

Content Manager, Naver Academic Service

By integrating with CORE, we have significantly increased the number of 
research papers in the Naver Academic indexes. In fact, CORE is Naver’s 
largest provider of full text content. CORE’s data are now synchronised with 
Naver using CORE FastSync, reducing the amount of effort that would be 
needed to collect these data in traditional ways.

Where to start?

FastSync implements an improved version of the ResourceSync protocol. We 
provide our customers with a data client they can install on their servers. 
Customers can run this client as often as they desire, receiveing incremental 
updates from CORE. We also provide technical support for this service, so you can 
be confident that you can rely on it.

What’s included?
FastSync provides you with

 Ability to keep in sync with CORE, receiving updates as frequently as desired
 An initial data dump and a client for incremental updates
 Technical support for the duration of the service.


If you are interested in more information about CORE FastSync or would like to subscribe contact us.

Contact us for a quote

https://core.ac.uk/

theteam@core.ac.uk
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